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In a recent survey conducted by the American Medical
Association (AMA), about 84 percent of physicians
said they believe the burdens associated with prior
authorization are high or extremely high, and a similar
number (86 percent) believe those burdens have
increased during the past 5 years. At the same time,
there’s a clear need to protect patients by ensuring
they get evidence-based care. To balance the needs
of providers and patients, eviCore has taken critical
steps—both immediate and long-term—to mitigate as
many prior authorization pain points as possible.
As part of that effort, we are pleased to announce the
upcoming launch of a new eviCore.com. This website
was designed with the provider in mind.

Features
Home Page Login
We have added the provider portal login
to the home page of eviCore.com. This
will streamline the process for providers
and allow them quick and easy access
to submit authorizations.

Provider’s Hub
We realize that the majority of users that visit eviCore.com
are ordering-providers or their office staff. That’s why we
have created the Provider’s Hub. This page is a “one stopshop” for providers, offering access to training materials,
clinical guidelines, clinical worksheets, contact information,
and more.

Provider Training
Navigating the prior authorization process can be complex,
so we have created a training section for providers. Here you
will find instructional videos as well as helpful tips on how to
submit an authorization, register for our portals, sign-up for
a web orientation session, and much more.

Universal Authorization Lookup
Users are now able to quickly perform a status check
on their case by using the Authorization Lookup tool,
available without having to login to the provider portal.
Both patients and providers can use this form to stay
updated on the status of an authorization.

Clinical Guidelines & Worksheets
While we’ve always provided transparent access to our
clinical guidelines and resources, we understand that’s
a lot of information to sort through. The new website will
offer improved search functionality, solution-specific
pages, and enhanced filters to facilitate document
searches.

Contact Us
Have a question? eviCore.com will now feature an
interactive Contact Us form that will provide users with
the answers they need right away. We are also adding
an eviCore support page that will house FAQs and other
information for patients, providers, and clients.

Thank you for your continued partnership as we work together to improve our healthcare system.

